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From: Pen Pushers of America [mailto:penpushers@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 3, 2014 9:22 AM
To: 'Pen Pushers of America'
Subject: RE: Pen Pushers Patriots Challenge Wrap‐up

Patriots Challenge Hits marks High Marks!
The weather could not have been better. The sky was blue the temperature was moderate and the wind was calm. For July,
the weather couldn’t have been better. Who would have thought there could be such controversy on the course? We will
discuss this later….
OUR BIG WINNER
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Our big winner this month was Mr. Paul Tierney. With a score of 46
points. His fate was not secured until the 18th hole, where with 45
Points, John Sullivan failed to score that extra point to let Paul take
home the prize.

There were others who had high scores this month: Here were the top
5 Finishers:

Place
5th Place
4th Place
3rd Place
2nd Place
1st Place

Last Name
Vanderheiden
Rubin
Moreno
Sullivan
Tierney

First Name
Gary
Mike
Jamie
John
Paul

Score
41
43
45
45
46

Handicap
24
32
10
25
35

BIG DOG and CLOSEST TO PIN
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Gary Pulino took Double Honors ( No this is not Tennis Doubles ) He won both the Big Dog Long Drive and closest to the Pin
with a distance of 11 feet 7 inches. Congratulations Gary!
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PUTTING CHAMPION
Keith Ludeman, a guest of Jon Fraim won this month’s Putting Competition with a remarkable 2 under par. This was no easy
feat as most of the scores were well over PAR! Good Job Keith, we hope to see you back at another event.

GOAT BOY CONTROVERSY
Finally after much Controversy, this month’s Goat‐Boy was awarded his prize. There was much
deliberation as the Goat Boy rules were in question. John Sullivan’s Guest Eric Tornoe shot a 27
Brian Hogan this year’s chairman, discussed the ruling with other Pen Pusher Board Members
to get a ruling on whether Guest may be awarded the Pen Pusher Goat Boy award.

Guest Eric Tornoe ponders his
fate as Goat Boy…
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Finally after a heated discussion the correct ruling was made, verified by John Sullivan. That Guests cannot be awarded the
Distinguished Goat Boy trophy. The reason is like our Champion award, their handicaps have not been validated so it is unfair
to award this prize to the best or the worst player of the day. So this month’s Goat Boy award, with a very impressive score of
28 goes to Larry Brooks. This score is one short of the record for highest goat boy score of 29 held by Dave Watts shot at
Stoneleigh back in 2004.

9‐HOLE 2‐ MAN TEAMS AWARD
This month was a 27 hole event. After our Stableford scoring 18 hole event we continued on to play another nine holes. Best
Ball was the format. Parings were done with paring low and high handicap players, or members and guests. This month we
had prizes for first and second places.
First Place went to Jaime Moreno & Orlando Meneses. Both Jaime and Orlando,
were guests of Gary Pulino. For those that were not aware, Jaime Moreno is a
past Star and legend of DC United Major League Soccer team. He was the third
all‐time leading scorer in major league soccer History! Some of the players in
this month’s event grabbed a few snapshots with this soccor legend!. Good
News. Jaime joined the Pen‐pushers last month, so he will be back for more
action in the coming months…
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Second Place in the 9 hole two man team went to our own legend, John Kravetz with Guest of Bob Caines, Shane Langon.

2nd Place 2 man Challenge Winners John Kravetz and Shane Langdon

Finally a shout out or rather a Tweet Tweet to all those Birdie Winners this month.
We had a total of 14 birdies this month. Shot by the following:
John Sullivan, Steve Smingler (2) , Gary Pulino, Larry Newell, Jamie Moreno (3), Orlando Meneses (2), Keith Ludeman,Shane
Langdon, Brian Hogan, and Kenny Engram
Here are some of the happy Tweeters
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Congratulations to all our winners this month!
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Later this month, we have our Summer Championship!
great venue at the Loudon Golf and Country club in
club, and is always in great shape. This event is sure to
the website and sign up early as possible. The date is

Thanks to Bob Caines, we have a
Purcellville VA. This is a great Private
fill up quick so you will want to go to
Wednesday August 13th.

Hope everyone had fun last month! We had some good
adjusted. Go now and register for our next event the
Golf and Country Club. It’s another great perpetual
on anyone’s trophy case.

scores, so handicaps have been
Summer Championship at Loudon
trophy up on the line. It will look nice

Remember to take a look at all the pictures up on our
add more Feel Free!
Until next month, keep hitting em straight!

Flickr site. If you want to join and

Mike Rubin
Pen Pushers Communications
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